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A B S T R A C T   

Seduced by their mathematical beauty, psychologists have been using latent variable models for more than a 
century. Whether discussing a general factor of cognitive ability, personality, or psychopathology there has been 
an unfortunate tendency to reify hierarchical structures without examining the utility of alternative models. To 
some of us, the use of latent variables was an unfortunate mistake. By emphasizing internal consistency rather 
than validity, parsimony of fit rather than function, the use of latent variables has led psychological measurement 
and theory down a beautifully seductive garden path rather than focusing on the real problem of actually being 
useful. I will address some of these alternatives and suggest that it is time to think more critically of the use of 
latent variable models in our theorizing and applications.   

To receive an award for a lifetime contribution to the study of in-
dividual differences is a great honor and an opportunity to review the 
history and prognosticate on the future of our field. To do so, I am not 
going to talk about my work so much as challenge a basic assumption 
that we as a field have been making for the past 80 years, and that is the 
belief in the power of construct validity and of latent variables. To 
challenge latent variable models at an ISSID meeting or in its journal is a 
daunting (foolish?) task and seems to fly in the face of the amazing 
contributions of the three prior winners of this award. For all three of 
them, Hans Eysenck, Arthur Jensen, and Ian Deary were leaders in 
promoting the power of latent variable models and the theoretical 
richness that involved. 

Hans Eysenck, as a student of Cyril Burt, searched for the latent 
variables of personality. One of his earliest studies was of the factor 
structure of behavioral measures among hospitalized soldiers (Eysenck, 
1944), subsequent publications continued in this tradition as he married 
the power of factor analytic techniques to the study of structure and 
dynamics of personality (Eysenck, 1952, 1967; Eysenck & Eysenck, 
1985; Eysenck & Himmelweit, 1947). Besides founding the International 
Society for the Study of Individual Differences he also founded its flag-
ship journal, Personality and Individual Differences. Indeed it was reading 
his popular publications emphasizing factor analysis and other quanti-
tative techniques (Eysenck, 1953, 1964, 1965) that led me to study 
personality as a way to combine my interests in mathematics and 

psychology. 
The second winner of this award was Arthur Jensen whose emphasis 

was upon the ‘g’ factor of cognitive ability as a higher level latent var-
iable that could organize and explain the structure of cognitive ability 
(Jensen, 1998). Jensen emphasized the g factor of cognitive ability in 
terms of the effect of early childhood interventions (Jensen, 1969). From 
a psychometric point of view, his discussion of what makes a good g 
remains an essential example of a higher order factor structure (Jensen 
& Weng, 1994). 

Ian Deary (2001) remains a leader in intelligence research, with his 
collaborators on the MidLothian study of cognition over the life span 
(Deary, 2009; Johnson et al., 2010). He is both a critic and a supporter of 
factorial models of cognition. He brought back (Bartholomew et al., 
2009) the concept of sampling theory (Thomson, 1935) as a plausible 
alternative to the hierarchical factor structure so beloved by Spearman. 

1. Latent variables 

All three of these researchers worked in the grand tradition of psy-
chometrics and made use of factor analytic techniques. These techniques 
go back to 1904 with the amazing insights of Charles Spearman. In his 
two influential papers written while a graduate student of Wundt in 
Leipzig, Spearman translated the correlation coefficient from the in-
sights of Galton (1888) and the mathematics of Bravais (1844) and 
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subsequently Pearson (1896) to be understandable to psychologists 
(Spearman, 1904b). In a second article in the same journal, he further 
developed the basic concepts of reliability, and laid the foundations for 
factor analysis (Cudeck & MacCallum, 2007; Spearman, 1904a). 

Spearman emphasized the distinction between observed (manifest) 
and true (latent) correlations and showed how “correcting” for the 
attenuation due to unreliability (Spearman, 1904a) converted observed 
correlations (rp′q′) into estimates of the “true” correlation (rpq) between 
various measures of cognitive ability. 

rpq =
rp′q′

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅rp′
1p′

2
rq′

1q′
2

√ (1) 

This insight of correcting for attenuation and searching for a com-
mon factor was used by Webb (1915) in his amazing analysis of ability 
and character (finding factors of a 45 × 45 correlation matrix by hand 
was a monumental effort.) 

Although not referring to it, Spearman's use of manifest and latent 
correlations is reminiscent of Plato's Allegory of the Cave (Plato, n.d.). 
Manifest variables are equivalent to shadows cast on the wall of the cave 
by people moving in front of a fire. This metaphor is useful when we 
consider the effect attributed to Flynn (1984, 1987) by Herrnstein and 
Murray (2010) of manifest intelligence scores increasing by 0.3 sd per 
decade which could be seen as analogous to a change in shadow length 
as people move closer to the fire. That is, manifest variables can change 
over time with no real change in latent scores. 

Spearman's main use of latent variables was to show that the corre-
lations between a number of cognitive abilities showed a remarkable 
consistency which suggested a latent common factor. This was the 
introduction of factor analysis as well as test theory. The basic idea was 
that each observed score reflects a common factor and a specific factor as 
well as some error. In modern notation this is 

X = λ′
iθi +§i + ε (2)  

where X is an observed score, λi is the correlation of the general factor 
with a specific item, θi is the latent value of an item, §i is the item specific 
factor, and ε is a random disturbance. Subsequent work by Thurstone 
(1934, 1935) introduced matrix algebra to Spearman's tables, and 
generalized the single factor to multiple factors. Further extensions of 
Thurstone led to general factors (g), group factors (G), specific factors 
(S) and random error 

X = λ′
gg+ λ′

GG+ λS′S+ ε. (3) 

Because if tests are measured on just one occasion, the specific fac-
tors and error are confounded and as the number of group factors in-
creases the relative importance of the general factor will increase. Thus 
evaluation of the saturation of the general factor was used as a measure 
of the test's adequacy and estimates were known as measures of internal 
consistency. With the assumption of just one general factor and no group 
factors, tests could be evaluated by the amount of general factor satu-
ration as a percentage of total variance 

ρxx =
1′λi1
1′C1

. (4)  

where C is the covariance of the items and 1 is a vector of ones. With the 
further assumption that all λi are equal (so called τ equivalence) this 
estimate is known as λ3 (Guttman, 1945) or α (Cronbach, 1951). When 
calculations were done with desk calculators, and finding correlations 
was tedious and finding factors was even more tedious the charm of 
these estimates was they could be found from the variance of the total 
test (σ2

X = 1′C1) and the variances of the k items (Σk
1(σ2

i ) and did not 
require finding k * (k-1)/2 covariances. For with k items, and the 
assumption that λi are identical for all items, Eq. (4) becomes 

λ3 = α =
k

k − 1
σ2

X − Σσ2
i

σ2
X

=
kci

1 + (k − 1)ci
. (5) 

If the interitem covariances are found then λ3 = α are functions of the 
average interitem covariance (ci) and the number of items (k). 

Why are these various equations relevant? Eq. (2) suggests that items 
are made up of a latent true score and error and because errors are 
thought to be uncorrelated, aggregating items increases the internal 
consistency of the test (Eq. (5)). 

With the assumption that items were very noisy Eq. (2) led to the 
tendency to emphasize aggregating items and using a test's internal 
consistency as an index of factorial validity. Items were thought to be 
composed on one true factor and error. This belief was supported by the 
relatively low correlations of items with each other, suggesting that the 
common variance was low and the error was large. But this ignored the 
surprisingly high test-retest correlations of items even over several 
weeks. For instance, when examining the 9 items of the Impulsivity 
subscale from the EPI (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1964) in the epiR data set in 
the psychTools package for R the inter-item correlation is just 0.11 but 
the average test-retest correlation over several weeks is 0.52. (These 
items are dichotomous. If we find the average tetrachoric values they are 
0.19 inter-item and 0.74 for test retest.) This pattern of higher test-retest 
interitem correlations is also true even for a presumably better set of 
items (the items measuring Neuroticism) with average inter-item cor-
relations of 0.15, but test-retest correlations also averaging 0.52 (0.27 
and 0.74 for tetrachorics). Similar findings have been reported for 100 
items of the HEXACO with item test-retest correlations over 13 days 
having a mean value of 0.65 (Henry et al., 2022). In an unusual design 
Condon (2022) reports that the stability of items over 15 min with 143 
intervening items between 0.6 and 0.7 for most items. All of these 
findings suggest that the unique variance of an item is much more stable 
than previously thought and that aggregating them leads to more than 
just a pure factor measure for it also includes some of the unique but 
stable item variance. 

1.1. Common factor analysis 

At the data level, the basic equation for the factor model is that 

X = λiθi + ε (6)  

where X is an observed score, λi is the correlation of the general factor 
with a specific item, and θi is the latent value of an item, and ε is a 
random disturbance, which can be generalized to general factors (g), 
group factors (G), specific factors (S) and random error. 

Eq. (6) may also be expressed in terms of the factors of a covariance 
matrix: 

C ≈ λ λ′ +Θ2. (7) 

Generalizing Eq. (6) to the include general, group and specific 
variance, the observed score on a test item may be modeled in terms of 
the sum of the products of factor scores (g, f, s, e) and loadings (c, A, D) 
on these factors: 

x = cg+Af +Ds+ e (8) 

Ignoring the contribution of specific variance (Ds) the reliable vari-
ance of the test is that which is not error, the reliability of a test with 
standardized items should be 

ωt =
1’cc’1 + 1’AA’1

Vx
= 1 −

Σ
(
1 − h2

i

)

Vx
= 1 −

Σu2
i

Vx
(9)  

where h2
i is the item communality and u2

i is the item uniqueness. The 
percentage of the total variance that is due to the general factor (ωg, 
McDonald, 1999) is 
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ωg =
1′cc′1

VX

=
1′cc′1

1′cc′1 + 1′AA′1 + 1′DD′1 + 1′ee′1

= 1 −
(Σci)

2

Vx
,

(10)  

where the total test variance (Vx) is the sum of the elements of all the 
item variances and covariances and (Σci)

2 is the squared sum of the 
loadings on the general factor. 

Writing such a set of equations reinforces the unfortunate separation 
between psychometrics and psychology. For, as a leading psychome-
trician suggests 

Historically, psychological issues have been the driving force behind 
the development of psychometric methods, beginning most 
convincingly with the work of Spearman on intelligence, factor 
analysis, and test-score reliability, and continued by Thurstone, 
Cronbach, Guilford, and many others. As psychometrics developed 
into a more mature area, psychometricians began looking for new 
topics, and these were found in statistics and computer science 
perhaps more than in psychology. This not only weakened the 
connection between psychological impetus and psychometric 
method but also created a psychometrics that was mathematically 
more demanding for psychologists. The result of this loosened tie in 
combination with more demands caused many new psychometric 
tools to go unnoticed in psychology. 

Sijtsma (2009b, p. 172) 

To which I will add that psychometrics drifted away from the pri-
mary mission of helping psychologists develop useful measures and 
instead became seduced by the beauty of latent variables. 

1.2. Scepticism about factors 

Although a major contributor to studies of the factorial structure of 
ability and temperament (Guilford, 1954, 1956), late in his carer J. P. 
Guilford (1975) suggested that factor analytic results should not be 
taken without caution. 

In spite of all the negative appearances that factor analysis may give 
to the critical investigator, I am prepared to reiterate that the method 
can be a powerful tool to aid in deriving useful psychological con-
structs. But it cannot do so without theoretical psychological 
thinking to go with it. There has been entirely too much blind faith, 
on the part of many who factor analyze, in what factor analysis can 
do. I sometimes think that its chief value is to enable us to turn data 
around so we can look at them, from which new insights may arise. 
But more than that, it can be used to test those insights in a kind of 
hypothetico-deductive manner. Admittedly, this may not be in a way 
some investigators would demand. Fortunately, other ways of testing 
the validity of factorial constructs are available by more ordinary 
experimental methods. 

Guilford (1975, p. 802) 

As much as we would want our theories to represent factorially 
defined constructs and to claim a correspondence between factors and 
psychological systems (Royce, 1983), it is important to remember that 
factors are convenient fictions that are merely one way to organize the 
structure of covariance matrices (Revelle, 1983; Revelle & Ellman, 
2016). 

The trend of this discussion suggests a hiatus between the orienta-
tions of psychologists who factor analyze. The focus seems to be 
either in the direction of data or of psychological Constructs, for the 
empirical versus the theoretical analyst. The empiricist is likely to 
take the data structure to be the psychological structure. The theorist 

looks to the data to suggest the psychological structure, recognizing 
that the two may lack complete isomorphism. The theorist also re-
quires replications with invariance of psychological factors, under 
somewhat varied conditions, with variations in samples of tests as 
well as in tested populations. He may also be concerned about re-
lations among factors and possibly about superstructures. “Push- 
button” factor analysis has not yet achieved a fool-proof program for 
grinding out invariant, generalized constructs under varied 
conditions. 

Guilford (1975, p. 803) 

Indeed, to some, to believe in latent variables is to believe in the 
Easter Bunny (R. Hogan, personal communication). 

2. Construct validity 

In partial response to the plethora of scales developed to predict 
various criteria using e.g., the MMPI (Hathaway & McKinley, 1943) or 
the Strong Vocational Interest Test (Strong Jr., 1927) and to try to marry 
psychological theory with scale construction, the 1950's saw three 
monumental efforts considering the measurement of psychological 
constructs. Of these, perhaps the best known is that of Lee Cronbach and 
Paul Meehl (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955) who tried to define a new type of 
validity: construct validity. This was in striking contrast at the time 
when validity was typically taken to be how well the test predicted some 
criterion. 

Constructs, as embedded in nomological networks, were seen as 
theoretical concepts and could only be evaluated in terms of the pattern 
of correlations. Criterion-oriented validation procedures, on the other 
hand, harkened back to the operational definitions of behaviorism. 
Concurrent validity is the correlation with a current criterion. Predictive 
validity is the correlation with a future criterion. Content validity was 
established by showing that the test items were a sample of a universe in 
which the investigator is interested. Construct validation was seen as a 
never ending process: 

A construct is defined implicitly by a network of associations or 
propositions in which it occurs. Constructs employed at different 
stages of research vary in definiteness.... Many types of evidence are 
relevant to construct validity, including content validity, interitem 
correlations, interest correlations, test-“criterion” correlations, 
studies of stability over time, and stability under experimental 
intervention. High correlations and high stability may constitute 
either favorable or unfavorable evidence for the proposed interpre-
tation, depending on the theory surrounding the construct. 

Cronbach and Meehl (1955, p. 200) 

An even stronger argument against predictive validity and in favor of 
constructs was Jane Loevinger (1957) who suggested that to study 
prediction was not science. 

Favorably quoting the economist and statistician Jacob Marshak in 
his discussion of decision making, Loevinger said (p. 641): 

“A theory provides us with solutions which are potentially useful for 
a large class of decisions. […] Hence, the more we know about its 
properties the better. If we merely want to know how long it takes to 
boil an egg, the best is to boil one or two without going into the 
chemistry of protein molecules. The need for chemistry is due to our 
want to do other and new things” (Marschak, 1954, p. 214). She went 
on to say “The argument against classical criterion-oriented psy-
chometrics is thus two-fold: it contributes no more to the science of 
psychology than rules for boiling an egg contribute to the science of 
chemistry. And the number of genuine egg-boiling decisions which 
clinicians and psychotechnologists face is small compared with the 
number of situations where a deeper knowledge of psychological 
theory would be helpful.” 
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To which I will suggest that boiling an egg is sometimes more 
practically important than spending years studying chemistry. 

2.1. The multi-trait-multi-method matrix 

The third paper in this series emphasizing constructs was by Donald 
Campbell and Donald Fiske (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) who elaborated on 
the nomological network and introduced the concept of the Multi-Trait- 
Multi-Method Matrix (MTMM). They emphasized that it is the pattern of 
correlations with measures of the same construct measured in the same 
way (reliability) as well as different ways (convergent validity) as con-
trasted to measures of different constructs (divergent validity). They 
were specifically not interested in testing the utility of their measures so 
much as the convergence of multiple measures of the same construct as 
indications of validity. 

An early example of a MTMM correlation matrix was the set of 
correlations between self ratings, self report test scores, and peer ratings 
on 5 dimensions taken from the (Guilford, 1940) inventory of factors 
reported by Carroll (1952). As would be hoped, higher convergence was 
found for traits across methods than for different traits within method. A 
similar approach to assess the validity of scales was proposed by McCrae 
et al. (2011) who reported the long term stability of NEO facets, as well 
as the agreement of self rated facet scores with peer and spouse ratings 
on those same facets. Although they do not report the discriminative 
validity presumably they thought of these correlations as the diagonal 
values of a MTMM and thus as convergent mono-trait-hetero-method 
validities. 

A more recent example of a Multi-Trait-Multi-Method Matrix con-
siders the results of a validation study of traits measured by self report as 
well as by peer ratings (Zola et al., 2021). From an online sample using 
Massively Missing Completely at Random sampling of items (roughly 
100–200 items per subject from a pool of almost 700 items) data were 
collected from 158,631 anonymous volunteer participants on items from 
the SAPA Personality Inventory (spi-135) (Condon, 2018). Correlations 
were found using the Noah's Ark procedure (pairwise complete). In 
addition, all participants were asked if they would nominate peers to 
supply ratings on their personality. Peer ratings were thus collected on 
1554 individual participants who rated 921 of the original participants 
on a short form of 30 items measuring 8 constructs. Table 1 shows the 
correlations between five trait measures (α reliabilities on the diagonal). 
The upper left quadrant of the table shows the correlations of the self 
report scales, the lower right quadrant the peer ratings. Except for the 
diagonal elements, these are all multi-trait-mono-method correlations. 
The lower left quadrant shows the raw correlations of the multi-trait- 
hetero-method correlations. The values above the diagonal reflect cor-
relations corrected for attenuation. The two minor diagonals reflect the 
mono-trait-hetero-method validities. 

2.2. Test theory 

With the emphasis upon constructs, much of the work in test theory 
became how to design tests to maximize internal consistency measures 
of reliability. In contrast to the earlier work by Gulliksen (1950) and 
Nunnally (1978) which emphasized validity much of the past 60 years 
has emphasized reliability and internal structure and equated validity 
with factorial validity. For a discussion of the move towards construct 
validity and away from simple prediction, see Slaney (2017). 

Developments in test theory emphasized unidimensional constructs 
to be measured with “the New Psychometrics” of Item Response Theory 
(Embretson, 1996; Embretson & Hershberger, 1999; Reise, 1999) and 
considered validity in terms of Structural Equation Models (Bollen, 
1989; Jöreskog, 1978; Wiley, 1973). IRT is based upon the concept of a 
latent variable causing the manifest responses to items, SEM is regres-
sion with latent variables (observed variables corrected for measure-
ment error). These new approaches have enshrined latent variables 
without considering the consequences. 

Although originally requiring knowing how to code and having fa-
miliarity with matrix algebra IRT and SEM procedures have become 
easier to use without necessarily understanding when and why to use or 
not use various methods. “One side of the problem is that psychologists 
have a tendency to endow obsolete techniques with obscure in-
terpretations. The other side is that psychometricians insufficiently 
communicate their advances to psychologists, and when they do they 
meet with limited success” (Borsboom, 2006, p. 428). The critiques are 
written in matrix notation in journals such as Multivariate Behavioral 
Research and Psychometrika and seem to most non-experts as debating 
the number of angels who can dance on the head of a pin. 

Our users are taught to push buttons on menu driven programs and 
to report the statistics that are seen as necessary. They are not taught to 
think about what these various measures mean in their endless search 
for construct validity. For “construct validity functions as a black hole 
from which nothing can escape: Once a question gets labeled as a 
problem of construct validity, its difficulty is considered superhuman 
and its solution beyond a mortal's ken.” (Borsboom, 2006, p. 431). 

3. Prediction versus theory 

Although classic texts on measurement (e.g., Gulliksen, 1950; Nun-
nally, 1978) devote entire chapters to issues of validity, more recently 
there has been less emphasis upon the practical problem of prediction 
and more on the beauty of equations specifying latent variables. As 
Hogan (2009) put it “Mainstream psychometrics concerns measuring 
entities (i.e., determining ‘true scores’). But applied assessment has a job 
to do, and that is to predict outcomes.” 

Although criticizing construct validity Borsboom and Mellenbergh 
(2004) add an even stronger criticism of criterion validity: 

Table 1 
Self report and peer report from the SAPA-project. Correlations reported by Zola et al. (2021). Reliabilities on the main diagonal. Raw correlations below the diagonal. 
Correlations corrected for reliability above the diagonal. Upper left quadrant reflects SAPA Personality Inventory scores (Condon, 2018) for 158,631 participants, 
mean n/item = 18,180. Other quadrants reflect 908 peer rated participants. Values > 0.4 are highlighted in bold. Data from the zola dataset in the psychTools package.  

Variable Self report Peer ratings 

Agrbl Cnscn Nrtcs Extrv Opnnn Agrbl Cnscn Stblt Extrv IntlO 

Agreeableness  0.87  0.32  − 0.14  0.28  0.09  0.75  0.21  0.18  0.34  0.22 
Conscientiousness  0.28  0.87  − 0.20  0.13  0.06  0.16  0.78  0.22  0.42  0.13 
Neuroticism  − 0.12  − 0.18  0.90  − 0.28  − 0.10  − 0.01  − 0.16  ¡0.78  − 0.40  − 0.25 
Extraversion  0.25  0.12  − 0.25  0.90  0.14  0.01  − 0.01  0.07  0.71  0.14 
Opennness  0.08  0.05  − 0.09  0.13  0.86  − 0.14  − 0.06  0.10  0.17  0.49 
Agreeableness  0.47  0.10  − 0.01  0.00  − 0.09  0.45  0.36  0.47  0.15  0.44 
Conscientiousness  0.15  0.55  − 0.12  − 0.01  − 0.04  0.18  0.58  0.42  0.41  0.47 
Stability  0.13  0.16  ¡0.58  0.05  0.07  0.25  0.25  0.60  0.38  0.52 
Extraversion  0.23  0.28  − 0.27  0.49  0.11  0.07  0.23  0.22  0.52  0.32 
IntellectOpenness  0.14  0.08  − 0.15  0.09  0.30  0.19  0.24  0.27  0.15  0.44  
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“the idea of construct validity was introduced to get rid of the 
atheoretical, empiricist idea of criterion validity, which is a 
respectable undertaking because criterion validity was truly one of 
the most serious mistakes ever made in the theory of psychological 
measurement. The idea that validity consists in the correlation be-
tween a test and a criterion has obstructed a great deal of under-
standing and continues to do so.” (p. 1065) 

They go on to say 

“Therefore, not just criterion validity but any correlational concep-
tion of validity is hopeless. The double-headed arrows of correlation 
should be replaced by the single-headed arrows of causation, and 
these arrows must run from the attribute to the measurements”. 

“Validity is a property of tests: A valid test can convey the effect of 
variation in the attribute one intends to measure. This means that the 
relation between test scores and attributes is not correlational but 
causal.” (p. 1067) 

3.1. In defense of predictive validity 

In striking contrast to these critiques of predictive validity is the 
success of several groups of researchers concerned with vocational in-
terests (Dawis, 1992; Donnay, 1997; Holland, 1959; Strong Jr., 1927), 
psychopathology (Hathaway & McKinley, 1943), or the analysis of “folk 
concepts” of social interaction (Gough, 1965). Strong Jr. (1927) 
championed the predictive power of scales formed from items that 
distinguished members of a particular occupation from “People In 
General”. This completely empirical procedure was adapted by the de-
velopers of the MMPI (Hathaway & McKinley, 1943) and the CPI 
(Gough, 1965). Harrison Gough was interested in predicting such 
varying criteria of socialization ranging from those seen as “best citi-
zens” to incarcerated felons (Gough, 1965). Whether using the Califor-
nia Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1957) or an Adjective Check List 
(Gough, 1960) the goal was not a clean factor structure so much as scales 
that worked. 

Perhaps more well known to readers of this journal or members of 
ISSID is the success of the Hogan Personality Inventory (Hogan & Hogan, 
1995). These tests are validated by their success in predicting real world 
outcomes. 

4. Aggregation should be purposeful 

We have known since Spearman that test reliability goes up with test 
length (Fig. 1 left hand panel), as does validity (Fig. 1 right hand panel). 
This leads us to form progressively longer scales in a hope that irrelevant 
variance will diminish as a source of test variance. 

The classic example of the effects of aggregation is seen with the most 
used statistic in psychology “coefficient α” (Cronbach, 1951) (Eq. (5)). 
This measure is also known as KR-20 (Kuder & Richardson, 1937) or λ3 
(Guttman, 1945). Part of the appeal of α/λ3 is that it can be found from 
the item variances and total test variance and is available in commercial 
software (Sijtsma, 2009a). Although this was convenient in the period of 
the desk calculator, this is no longer important and so-called model 
based estimates can be found from the covariances (Eqs. (9), (10)). For 
fixed average correlation, both α/λ3 increase with the number of items. 

Aggregation can also increase validity by combining k items with 
average validity ry 

ryk =
kry

σx
=

kry
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
k + k*(k − 1)r

√ . (11) 

But there is an interesting contrast between Eqs. (5) and (11): “What 
one selects when optimizing predictive utility are items that are mutu-
ally uncorrelated but highly correlated with the criterion. This is not 
what one expects or desires in measurement. Note that this does not 
preclude that tests constructed in this manner may be highly useful for 
prediction. It does imply that optimizing measurement properties and 
optimizing predictive properties are not convergent lines of test con-
struction.” (Borsboom & Mellenbergh, 2004, p. 1067). That is, there is a 
tradeoff between internal consistency and validity. This tradeoff may be 
seen when comparing (Fig. 1 left hand panel) with (Fig. 1 right hand 
panel). For while both internal consistency and validity increase with 
the number of items. The highest validity is found for those items that 
lead to the lowest internal consistency. 

The power of aggregation is that composite scales can include 
important variance and reduce the contribution of extraneous error. 
However, aggregation to maximize internal consistency (Eq. (5)) will 
tend to minimize variance that is not random and not common with 
other items. My colleagues and I refer to such aggregation as spear- 
fishing – developing sharp, pointed instruments with high internal 
consistency (Garner, in press; Revelle & Garner, 2023). The alternative 

Fig. 1. α and validity as a function of the number of items and the average correlation showing the tradeoff between internal consistency and predictive validity;  
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approach is to use a net – diffuse scales that include multiple items with 
criterion validity, even if not highly associated with each other. As we 
suggest, you can catch more fish with a net than a spear. 

Consider the correlations of 10 items from Athenstaedt (2003) that 
are discussed by Eagly and Revelle (2022) (Fig. 2). These items are 
included in the Athenstaedt data set in the psychTools package (Revelle, 
2023b) for the R statistical system (R Core Team, 2023). The analyses 
and graphics were done using the psych package (Revelle, 2023a) in R. 
Using the inter-ocular trauma test for the number of factors, these 10 
items clearly represent 2 independent factors. Although the sets of items 
are basically orthogonal, they all correlate with gender. We can find 
composite scales of these items by combining the first 2, 3, 4 or 5 from 
each factor (F2…, F5, M2… M5) or composite scales of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 from 
each set (MF2, MF4, MF6, MF8, MF10). (Table 2). Just M or just F scales 
are very internally consistent (ωh = 0.72…0.85) and reasonably valid 
(rgender = 0.52…0.58). But the composite (MF) scales are much less 
internally consistent (ωh = 0.11…0.23,α = 0.11…0.77) and more valid 
(rgender = 0.67…0.75). 

It is interesting to compare the two indicators of internal consistency. 
The conventional measure for the 10 item MF scales, α, is by conven-

tional criteria (Nunnally, 1978) “acceptable” with values of 0.77. That is 
to say, we would expect such a 10 item scale to correlate 0.77 with a 
parallel measure. But from the point of view of whether these scales 
measure one thing, they clearly do not. The ωh values of 0.15 suggest 
that just 15 % of the variance is due to one latent factor. 

That is, from a traditional measurement point of view, the MF scales 
are clearly inadequate for they do not represent one construct. Just 11 to 
15 % of their variance is common to the scale. But their predictive 
validity is far superior to that of the “better” scales that are purer 
measures of a single construct. As Eagly and Revelle (2022) said “the 
patterning of psychological gender/sex differences can be difficult to 
discern in narrowly defined attributes but emerges more strongly in 
general trends. It follows that neither similarity nor difference prevails 
but instead a more complex intertwining of these two types of findings”. 
This tradeoff between validity and internal consistency is seen in Fig. 3 
which plots the validity correlations against the ωh measures of general 
factor saturation. 

We have previously reported similar findings (Eagly & Revelle, 
2022) using a data set from Gruber et al. (2020) which also show the 
power of aggregation and the benefit of aggregating independent 

Fig. 2. 10 items from Athenstaedt (2003) show a clear two factor structure representing 5 items reflecting feminine activities and five representing masculine 
activities. Although the first and second sets of five items are clearly independent, both sets correlated with gender. 

Table 2 
Correlations of item composites corrected for item overlap. α reliabilities on the diagonal (in italics). The F and M scales show high correlations within and low between 
the two sets of scales. e.g., the five F scale correlates 0.06 with the five item M scale. The data are from Athenstaedt (2003) and are available in the Athenstaedt dataset 
in the psychTools package. The bottom two lines report the correlations with gender, and the ωh measure of general factor saturation. See Fig. 3 to see the validity and 
internal consistency trade off.  

Variable F2 F3 F4 F5 M2 M3 M4 M5 MF2 MF4 MF6 MF8 MF10 gendr 

F2  0.72              
F3  0.75  0.79             
F4  0.77  0.80  0.82            
F5  0.77  0.81  0.84  0.85           
M2  0.12  0.15  0.16  0.14  0.79          
M3  0.09  0.12  0.13  0.10  0.75  0.76         
M4  0.09  0.12  0.13  0.10  0.77  0.78  0.81        
M5  0.06  0.09  0.10  0.06  0.79  0.80  0.81  0.82       
MF2  0.36  0.46  0.48  0.48  0.38  0.41  0.45  0.46  0.11      
MF4  0.48  0.55  0.58  0.57  0.52  0.51  0.53  0.53  0.46  0.59     
MF6  0.52  0.56  0.58  0.58  0.55  0.54  0.56  0.56  0.56  0.66  0.69    
MF8  0.54  0.58  0.60  0.59  0.58  0.57  0.58  0.57  0.61  0.71  0.73  0.75   
MF10  0.54  0.59  0.61  0.60  0.59  0.57  0.58  0.57  0.63  0.73  0.75  0.77  0.77  
gender  0.52  0.57  0.58  0.56  0.54  0.55  0.54  0.52  0.67  0.71  0.75  0.74  0.74 1.00 
ωh  0.72  0.79  0.69  0.71  0.79  0.77  0.7  0.69  0.11  0.13  0.23  0.24  0.15   
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dimensions. Whether considering scales of personality, cognitive or 
behavioral activity, combining uncorrelated measures with high inter-
nal consistency produced scales that were much more valid but were 
clearly not measures of a single latent factor. 

5. Structure of ability and temperament 

5.1. Ability 

One of Spearman's great contributions was the recognition of the 
positive manifold of cognitive ability. That is, that measures of cognitive 
ability are all positively correlated and could be identified by having 
positive loadings on a general factor (Borg, 2018). This observation 
should not, however, be taken to imply that there is a general causal 
factor of ability, for factors are merely one way of representing corre-
lational structure. There are interesting alternative explanations for the 
positive manifold other than Spearman's g. For as Thomson (1916) 
pointed out with his independent “bonds” model, rather than one 
overarching g, tests can correlate because they represent a number of 
overlapping features. This important idea has been discussed by Bar-
tholomew et al. (2009) and can be simulated by the sim.bonds function 
in psych. The Thomson bonds model has also been applied to discussions 
of the factor structure of temperament items (McCrae, 2014). 

Yet another way to achieve a positive manifold has been proposed by 
Kovacs and Conway (2016, 2019) as multiple processes that grow 
together. A different development perspective of the meaning of the 
positive manifold is the observation that that scores on various cognitive 
measures change at different rates over time (Flynn, 1987). This set of 
findings calls into question the simple g as primary cause model. The 
discussion in the last part of that article should be required reading to all 
who study ability. 

Although any positive manifold can be factored to produce lower 
level (group) and a higher level (g) factor, this says nothing about 
causality. Higher order factors no more imply causality than the positive 
manifold of size variables implies a common factor of “bigness” (Fig. 4 
panel B). As an example of a higher level factor structure in cognitive 
ability consider the 16 items from the “ICAR sample items” found in the 
psychTools package. These items are part of a larger project (the ICAR 
project) to develop open source ability items. Originally developed by 
Condon and Revelle (2014) and then working with colleagues in the UK 

Fig. 3. Showing the tradeoff between prediction and internal consistency as 
indexed by ωh. The values are taken from Table 2 and are the correlations of 8 
unidimensional scales and 5 multidimensional scales with gender as a function 
of the general factor saturation ωh of each scale. The composite scales, although 
not reflecting a single latent variable, are clearly more valid but less internally 
consistent than are the unidimensional scales. 

Fig. 4. Hierarchical analysis of 16 ability from the ICAR (panel A) and 19 size measures from the United States Airforce (panel B). Data sets in the psychTools package 
are ability and USAF respectively. Measures of internal consistency: ωh = 0.66,0.53, α = 0.83,0.90,ωt = 0.86,0.95 for ability and size respectively. 
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and Germany, the ICAR project now has 17 item types and a database of 
several thousand items (Dworak et al., 2021; Revelle et al., 2020). These 
items show the traditional hierarchical structure of ability items (Fig. 4 
panel A). 

This hierarchical structure is remarkably similar to that of 19 mea-
sures of physical size taken from the United States Airforce which also 
show a higher level factor structure (Fig. 4 panel B). This factor, best 
summarized as physical size cannot be said to be a cause of arm length or 
chest diameter. For size is a formative sum of the component 
measurements. 

5.2. Temperament 

Although in the late 1960s, some Americans thought personality did 
not exist, this was not true in Europe where researchers continued to 
discuss the genetic and physiological basis of personality (Eysenck, 
1967; Revelle, 1989).1 Finally, recognizing that perhaps personality 
traits did indeed show consistency across situations and over time, de-
bates between alternative structural models focused on three (Eysenck, 
1990; Peabody, 1967), five (Costa & McCrae, 1992; Digman, 1990; 
Goldberg, 1990), seven (Comrey, 2008), and even sixteen (Cattell & 
Stice, 1957) basic dimensions. After a consensus upon a five factor 
model became somewhat accepted, the debate continued as to whether 
one general factor (Musek, 2007; Revelle & Wilt, 2013), or two higher 
order (Digman, 1997) better captures the personality space. The debate 
continues to this day with some suggesting that the consensual Big Few 
structure is a useful organizing framework (Bainbridge et al., 2022) 
while others discuss how this structure is not replicable across cultures, 
or even within the natural language (Condon, 2023; Cutler & Condon, 
2023). 

Analogous to the questions of structure in personality is the debate 
about the structure of psychopathology. Influential work suggesting 
common factors to personality disorders was based on converting 
“comorbidities” of diagnostic categories into tetrachoric correlations 
and then factoring the resultant matrices (Krueger & Markon, 2006a, 
2006b; Markon et al., 2005). These findings led to the “HiTOP” model 
(Forbes et al., 2021) as an attempt of organizing all of psychopathology 
into a single hierarchical model. However, this organization is not 
without its critics who suggest the analogy of the ‘p’ factor of psycho-
pathology with the ‘g’ factor of ability is incorrect and not helpful (Watts 
et al., 2023). 

Furthermore, that measures of personality and psychopathology can 
be described as formative rather than reflective indicators (Jonas & 
Markon, 2016) has major implications to their use. For if they are 
formative, our latent variables are just descriptive summaries of the 
items rather than causal (Bollen, 2002; Howell et al., 2007). 

6. Prediction 

But how much did these debate about personality structure help our 
understanding of the causes and consequences of personality? Science is 
about prediction and understanding. The use of latent variables which 
are factorially pure supposedly helps us understand our variables and 
further our theories. But how well do these latent variables actually help 
us predict real criteria? The distinction between prediction and under-
standing is not new, for it has been raised before (e.g., Möttus et al., 
2020; Yarkoni & Westfall, 2017), but it is worth reminding those of us 
who were seduced by latent variable that there are important alterna-
tives to theory driven approaches. 

Prediction of real world phenomena is hard and effect sizes tend to be 
small (but important). In their extensive review of the power of per-
sonality to predict meaningful criteria (life span, occupational 

attainment, and divorce) Roberts et al. (2007) showed robust, but small 
effects. They point out, however, these effects are equivalent in 
magnitude to the effects of Social Economic Status or cognitive ability. 
Although it is not clear what specific trait theories predict that prudent 
and conscientious people tend to live longer and have more stable 
marital relationships these results are important. They are, however, 
more descriptive than theory driven findings. They do show that there is 
something about the aggregation of items assessing prudent behavior 
that enhances prediction. 

Unfortunately, in reviewing the power of personality to predict real 
outcomes, Roberts and his colleagues ignored an important part of 
personality: interests. People spend most of their lives working. 
Knowing what influences their choice of occupation is not just the Big 
Few or even the Facets or Nuances of traditional personality instruments 
(Anni et al., 2023). Impressive as the analysis of 263 occupation in terms 
of personality profiles (Anni et al., 2023) is, they continue in the un-
fortunate tradition in academic personality research to ignore interests, 
perhaps because they are seen as too practical and useful. 

Seemingly less known to most academic personality researchers is a 
substantial literature in counseling as well as industrial-organizational 
psychology that discusses the power of interests to predict job choice 
(Armstrong et al., 2004; Donnay & Borgen, 1996; Su et al., 2019). Much 
of this work is “dustbowl empiricism” inspired by Strong Jr. (1927) who 
spent a lifetime developing scales that predicted satisfaction with jobs. A 
fairly common organization of the Strong scales (Donnay et al., 2005) is 
the Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising and Conven-
tional (RIASEC) model of Holland (1996) which suggested the six per-
sonality “types” flourish in appropriate environments. The six types are 
said to be able to be summarized in a circumplex with the axes of ideas 
versus data and people versus things. An alternative representation of 
the axes is that of Hogan (1982) who posited sociability and prudence as 
the primary axes. Su et al. (2019) points out that “Interests have also 
been shown to have incremental validity over cognitive ability and 
personality traits in predicting job performance” (p. 1) and then went 
beyond the traditional six clusters of the RIASEC to introduce an eight 
dimensional model (SETPOINT) based upon factor analysis of interest 
items. Their work is an example of the seductive beauty of latent vari-
ables for they go beyond simple empirically derived scales in their 
attempt at finding a clean CFA structure. 

Fig. 5. Predicting 8 criteria from the spi data set. The values shown are the 
cross validated multiple correlations from five higher order factors, 27 lower 
level factors, and the bestScales solutions. N derivation = 2000; N cross vali-
dation = 2000. 

1 For a history of the “dark ages of personality,” see Revelle et al. (2011, chap. 
1). 
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In a practical sense, the question about the utility of theory versus 
prediction has been answered by the success of companies that develop 
instruments to predict employee success by using proprietary in-
struments. Rather than adopt factorially pure instruments with high 
construct validity, these companies emphasize scales that discriminate 
successful from unsuccessful workers. Criteria of interest include 
absenteeism, theft, malicious behaviors and general dishonesty or lack 
of integrity (Hogan et al., 1996; Hogan & Sherman, 2020). Predictive 
validity is shown for truck drivers, service dispatchers, or machine op-
erators. The success of this approach may be seen by the number of 
companies that use these proprietary instruments. Their instruments are 
broadly theory relevant, e.g., socioanalytic theory suggests that we 
should study the interpersonal challenges of getting along, getting ahead 

and finding meaning in life (Gottlieb et al., 2021; Hogan, 1982; Hogan & 
Blickle, 2018) and emphasize predictive rather than factorial validity. 
Combining multiple dimensions is better than any single dimension. 
Thus Hogan et al. (1994) in their review of personality and leadership 
effectiveness cite literature that surgency, emotional stability, and 
conscientiousness predict better leadership performance. 

The debate about scale construction procedures between those fa-
voring latent variable models, those favoring theory driven models, and 
those using criterion oriented scales was addressed by Hase and Gold-
berg (1967) who reached the conclusion that all of these procedures 
were about equally effective when predicting a variety of criteria. In a 
monumental followup which also addressed basic scale construction 
principles, Goldberg (1972) came to somewhat different conclusions, 

Table 3 
Various estimates of internal structure for 5 “Big Few” and 27 lower level scales from the spi dataset. For a list of the items and scoring keys for these scales, see the help 
page for the spi dataset in the psychTools package. Calculations done using the reliability function in the psych package. The first three columns are the traditional 
measures of internal consistency, the next three represent three measures of unidimensionality, the next two are results of split half analyses and represent the best and 
worst split half reliabilities. The final three columns report the mean and median inter-item correlations and the number of items per scale.  

Variable ωh α ωt Uni τ ρp Max split Min split r Median r N items 

Agree  0.55  0.87  0.89  0.69  0.80  0.86  0.91  0.66  0.32  0.25  14 
Consc  0.58  0.86  0.88  0.75  0.84  0.90  0.91  0.70  0.30  0.27  14 
Neuro  0.61  0.90  0.92  0.84  0.90  0.94  0.94  0.75  0.40  0.36  14 
Extra  0.66  0.89  0.91  0.82  0.89  0.92  0.94  0.77  0.38  0.34  14 
Open  0.47  0.84  0.86  0.68  0.77  0.88  0.89  0.62  0.27  0.22  14 
Compassion  0.80  0.88  0.89  0.99  0.99  1.00  0.87  0.82  0.59  0.58  5 
Trust  0.80  0.87  0.89  0.99  0.99  1.00  0.87  0.81  0.58  0.58  5 
Honesty  0.71  0.81  0.84  0.96  0.97  0.99  0.83  0.70  0.46  0.46  5 
Conservatism  0.56  0.78  0.85  0.82  0.90  0.91  0.84  0.61  0.41  0.35  5 
Authoritarianism  0.63  0.81  0.86  0.89  0.93  0.95  0.85  0.63  0.46  0.46  5 
EasyGoingness  0.45  0.68  0.76  0.90  0.92  0.98  0.73  0.58  0.29  0.29  5 
Perfectionism  0.34  0.70  0.74  0.82  0.83  0.99  0.72  0.53  0.31  0.33  5 
Order  0.62  0.81  0.85  0.92  0.94  0.99  0.83  0.66  0.46  0.42  5 
Industry  0.72  0.84  0.86  0.99  0.99  1.00  0.84  0.76  0.52  0.50  5 
Impulsivity  0.72  0.87  0.90  0.98  0.98  1.00  0.87  0.80  0.58  0.58  5 
SelfControl  0.49  0.76  0.83  0.90  0.94  0.96  0.80  0.60  0.39  0.36  5 
EmotionalStability  0.65  0.85  0.89  0.98  0.98  1.00  0.84  0.76  0.52  0.50  5 
Anxiety  0.83  0.90  0.91  0.99  0.99  1.00  0.89  0.83  0.64  0.62  5 
Irritability  0.78  0.89  0.91  0.98  0.99  0.99  0.89  0.79  0.61  0.60  5 
WellBeing  0.80  0.90  0.92  0.99  0.99  1.00  0.90  0.81  0.63  0.63  5 
EmotionalExpressiveness  0.73  0.80  0.83  0.92  0.93  0.99  0.83  0.68  0.45  0.43  5 
Sociability  0.66  0.85  0.89  0.97  0.98  0.99  0.85  0.75  0.53  0.50  5 
Adaptability  0.62  0.80  0.84  0.92  0.93  0.99  0.82  0.68  0.44  0.42  5 
Charisma  0.67  0.82  0.86  0.94  0.96  0.98  0.84  0.72  0.47  0.43  5 
Humor  0.68  0.78  0.82  0.91  0.92  0.99  0.81  0.64  0.42  0.40  5 
AttentionSeeking  0.80  0.88  0.90  0.92  0.93  0.99  0.89  0.77  0.58  0.67  5 
SensationSeeking  0.77  0.86  0.89  0.97  0.98  0.99  0.87  0.77  0.55  0.54  5 
Conformity  0.67  0.82  0.87  0.89  0.93  0.96  0.85  0.67  0.47  0.47  5 
Introspection  0.56  0.78  0.84  0.92  0.93  0.99  0.81  0.68  0.41  0.41  5 
ArtAppreciation  0.68  0.80  0.83  0.89  0.90  0.99  0.81  0.65  0.44  0.46  5 
Creativity  0.70  0.85  0.86  0.97  0.97  1.00  0.85  0.77  0.52  0.53  5 
Intellect  0.81  0.86  0.87  0.99  0.99  1.00  0.84  0.78  0.54  0.52  5  

Table 4 
Descriptive statistics for the eight criteria used in the examples from the spi dataset. The trimmed mean represents the mean with the top and bottom 10 % removed. 
The Mad is the median absolute difference from the median. For a discussion of the estimates of skewness and kurtosis see the help pages for describe in the psych 
package.  

Variable Vars n Mean SD Median Trmmd Mad Min Max Range Skew Krtss SE 

health  1  3536  3.51  0.98  4  3.54  1.48  1  5  4  − 0.25  − 0.42  0.02 
p1edu  2  3051  4.72  2.39  5  4.77  4.45  1  8  7  − 0.11  − 1.33  0.04 
p2edu  3  2896  4.33  2.32  5  4.28  4.45  1  8  7  0.09  − 1.33  0.04 
education  4  3330  4.10  2.21  3  4.00  1.48  1  8  7  0.41  − 1.04  0.04 
wellness  5  3311  1.54  0.50  2  1.55  0.00  1  2  1  − 0.17  − 1.97  0.01 
exer  6  3310  3.57  1.60  4  3.60  1.48  1  6  5  − 0.35  − 1.06  0.03 
smoke  7  3348  2.19  2.04  1  1.70  0.00  1  9  8  1.83  2.19  0.04 
ER  8  3347  1.16  0.48  1  1.03  0.00  1  4  3  3.42  12.74  0.01  
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Table 5 
Standardized β weights for 5 and 27 predictors of 8 criteria. Also shown are the multiple R values for the derivation sample (N = 2000) and cross validation sample (N 
= 2000). Although values r > 0.075 have Bonferroni adjusted probabilities of < 0.01, I highlight (in bold) those β > 0.1. Calculations done with the lmCor and 
crossValidation functions in the psych package.  

Variable p1edu p2edu ER wllns smoke exer edctn helth 

(Intercept)  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Agree  0.02  0.01  − 0.03  0.03  ¡0.10  ¡0.03  0.11  0.02 
Consc  − 0.02  − 0.04  0.01  0.11  − 0.06  0.15  0.04  0.16 
Neuro  − 0.04  − 0.03  0.12  0.02  0.06  ¡0.15  ¡0.14  ¡0.27 
Extra  0.05  0.07  0.04  0.11  0.07  0.11  − 0.09  0.14 
Open  0.09  0.10  − 0.03  0.00  0.08  0.05  0.13  0.04 
R-derivation  0.13  0.14  0.12  0.17  0.17  0.28  0.24  0.41 
R-cross valid  0.06  0.07  0.14  0.16  0.19  0.25  0.28  0.40 
(Intercept)  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
Compassion  0.04  − 0.02  0.05  0.05  0.00  − 0.02  0.03  − 0.03 
Trust  0.03  0.07  − 0.06  − 0.02  − 0.09  0.01  0.04  0.03 
Honesty  ¡0.10  ¡0.06  0.01  ¡0.04  0.02  0.00  0.10  ¡0.03 
Conservatism  0.02  − 0.01  0.04  0.04  0.00  0.02  − 0.03  − 0.01 
Authoritarianism  − 0.02  − 0.04  − 0.01  0.05  ¡0.16  ¡0.08  ¡0.09  ¡0.01 
EasyGoingness  − 0.08  − 0.05  − 0.04  − 0.07  0.05  ¡0.17  ¡0.05  ¡0.10 
Perfectionism  0.03  0.05  0.01  0.02  − 0.02  0.01  − 0.03  0.02 
Order  − 0.06  − 0.05  − 0.04  − 0.02  0.00  0.09  0.04  0.05 
Industry  − 0.06  − 0.05  0.00  0.01  0.11  − 0.02  0.03  − 0.01 
Impulsivity  − 0.05  − 0.04  − 0.01  0.00  0.04  − 0.03  − 0.02  − 0.05 
SelfControl  0.05  0.07  0.03  0.01  ¡0.18  0.08  ¡0.10  0.14 
EmotionalStability  − 0.07  − 0.04  − 0.04  0.00  0.06  − 0.06  0.05  − 0.08 
Anxiety  − 0.01  0.04  0.06  0.01  0.03  − 0.08  ¡0.11  ¡0.12 
Irritability  − 0.08  ¡0.11  ¡0.01  0.03  0.01  ¡0.04  0.00  ¡0.05 
WellBeing  0.10  0.05  − 0.02  0.05  − 0.05  0.09  0.04  0.29 
EmotionalExpressiveness  − 0.02  − 0.03  − 0.02  0.05  0.07  − 0.07  0.13  − 0.03 
Sociability  0.07  0.06  − 0.03  0.00  − 0.03  0.10  ¡0.14  0.05 
Adaptability  − 0.03  − 0.05  ¡0.12  ¡0.06  ¡0.04  ¡0.02  0.09  0.00 
Charisma  − 0.07  − 0.07  0.05  0.07  0.15  0.04  − 0.03  − 0.04 
Humor  0.01  0.05  0.04  0.07  − 0.06  0.05  ¡0.14  0.04 
AttentionSeeking  0.02  0.09  − 0.01  − 0.04  − 0.01  − 0.07  0.10  0.03 
SensationSeeking  − 0.04  − 0.02  0.14  0.04  0.01  0.10  ¡0.18  0.11 
Conformity  − 0.04  − 0.04  0.04  0.06  0.04  0.01  0.07  0.02 
Introspection  − 0.01  0.05  − 0.06  − 0.02  0.03  0.03  0.09  0.08 
ArtAppreciation  0.06  0.02  − 0.04  0.05  0.02  − 0.01  0.04  − 0.05 
Creativity  0.04  0.00  0.09  − 0.01  0.02  − 0.01  0.00  − 0.06 
Intellect  0.06  0.06  − 0.08  0.04  − 0.02  0.00  0.11  0.01 
R-derivation  0.23  0.25  0.24  0.24  0.32  0.37  0.41  0.49 
R-cross valid  0.13  0.15  0.17  0.23  0.29  0.33  0.40  0.46  
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Fig. 6. Manhattan plots organize individual item validities by 5 higher order Agree.. Open and 27 lower order factors. The data are the derivation sample from the 
spi. N = 2000. The dashed line represents the Bonferroni adjusted level of significance at the p < 0.01 level. 

Table 6 
20 spi items that best predict exercise. The last two columns identify items that are markers (if they are) of the five higher order factors and then the 27 lower level 
factors. The item numbers correspond to those from Condon (2019). The item validities are the means of 10 folds. Estimates of internal consistency: ωh = 0.62,α =

0.88,ωt = 0.90,u = 0.69, rexercise = 0.33.  

Variable Mean r Item B5 L27 

q_1024  − 0.24 Hang around doing nothing.  EasyGoingness 
q_1052  − 0.23 Have a slow pace to my life.  EasyGoingness 
q_811  − 0.21 Feel a sense of worthlessness or hopelessness. Neuro WellBeing 
q_1662  0.20 Seek adventure.  SensationSeeking 
q_1505  − 0.20 Panic easily. Neuro Anxiety 
q_1371  0.19 Love life.  WellBeing 
q_808  − 0.19 Fear for the worst. Neuro Anxiety 
q_1452  − 0.19 Neglect my duties. Consc Industry 
q_2765  0.18 Am happy with my life.  WellBeing 
q_4249  − 0.18 Would call myself a nervous person. Neuro Anxiety 
q_312  − 0.18 Avoid company. Extra Sociability 
q_1444  − 0.18 Need a push to get started. Consc Industry 
q_56  0.18 Am able to control my cravings.  SelfControl 
q_820  0.18 Feel comfortable with myself.  WellBeing 
q_254  0.17 Am skilled in handling social situations. Extra Charisma 
q_578  − 0.17 Dislike myself. Neuro WellBeing 
q_1254  − 0.16 Leave a mess in my room. Consc Order 
q_1483  − 0.16 Often forget to put things back in their proper place. Consc Order 
q_1979  0.16 Work hard. Consc Industry 
q_1201  0.16 Keep things tidy. Consc Order  
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showing how factorially based scales worked better on easy to predict 
criteria, but that criterion oriented techniques were better with harder to 
predict criteria. Hase and Goldberg (1967); Goldberg (1972) examined 
468 unique items taken from the CPI to predict 13 different criteria for a 
total sample of just 152 subjects. Being firm believers in the need to cross 
validate their results, the derivation and cross validation samples had 
just 76 participants. Using much larger samples, my colleagues and I 
have found that empirical item level and lower level factor scales 
dominate high level factor based prediction (Revelle et al., 2021). Here I 
elaborate on those findings. 

6.1. Examples of prediction at the scale level 

At a more micro level, I have already used the example of predicting 
gender from various stereotypical gender items (Table 2, Fig. 3) to show 
that increasing internal consistency does not necessarily lead to in-
creases in validity. In fact, there is a well known (but forgotten) tradeoff 
between the two. I now consider a more complicated example which 
uses dimensions that are commonly seen in personality research and 
examine predicting a set of 8 criteria using three levels of analysis 
(Fig. 5). 

For reproducibility of my results, I use data from the spi dataset in 
the psychTools package and include the relevant R code in Appendix A. 
The spi dataset was collected as part of the SAPA project discussed 
earlier and includes 135 items from Condon (2018). These 135 were 
carefully curated from a larger set of 696 items which in turn were taken 
from the more than 2000 items in the International Personality Item 
Pool (Goldberg et al., 2006). Of these 135 items, 70 may be formed into 
5 higher level composites representing the Big Few, while all 135 items 
can be scored for 27 different lower level item composites. Conventional 
estimates of internal consistency (ωh,α,ωt) as well as various measures of 
unidimensional structure (Revelle & Condon, 2023) are shown in 
Table 3. As expected (Widaman & Revelle, 2023a, 2023b) scale scores 
found by unit weighting of the keyed items match factor score estimates 
with all correlations > 0.97 (Table 4). 

Because of the well known need to cross validate any empirical 
finding (Cureton, 1950), all analyses were done on a randomly chosen 
50 % of the data and then the resulting β weights were applied to the 
other 50 % of the sample. With the sample sizes I am using, (derivation 
N = 2000, cross validation N = 2000) the amount of shrinkage in the 
cross validation samples was minimal (compare the multiple R values 
for the derivation and cross validation samples in Table 5). 

For each of these eight criteria, Fig. 5 shows the cross validated 
multiple correlations for scales representing the Big Few, the “little 27”, 
as well as scales formed from finding the best cross validated items using 
the bestScales function. Although all the β values for the 5 and 27 pre-
dictors on the 8 criteria are shown in Table 5, for conciseness, I just 
discuss self ratings of wellness and reported exercise. The three largest β 
weights suggest that Exercise is done more by people who are high on 
conscientious, emotional stability and more extraverted. These same 
three factor based scales predict self ratings of health, but with a bigger 
effect for emotional stability and an overall larger R. When examining 
these relationships in more detail, by looking at the lower level factor/ 
scales, we see that Exercise is associated with not being easy going, but 
being sociable and a seeking stimulation. Health is also associated with 
not being easy going, but is particularly associated with well being, low 
anxiety, self control and sensation seeking. 

6.2. Prediction at the item level 

In addition to using higher level and lower level factors/scales, it is 
also possible to use the items themselves. A graphical demonstration of 
how subsets of items from each of these higher level or lower level 
factors relate to the criteria is shown as a pair of “Manhattan” plots 
(Fig. 6). These two plots show the zero order correlations for each item 
in each scale with the criteria. Thus, although Neuroticism correlates 
− 0.27 with health, we can see that this is due to about seven of the 14 
items in the scale and the high correlation of well being with health 
reflects the high correlations of all of the items in that short scale. 

A more detailed pattern for exercise and health is found by looking at 
the items that are most descriptive. A simple “machine leaning” algo-
rithm, implemented in the bestScales function identifies those items 
which are most related to a criterion in each of 10 “folds” of the data. K- 
fold cross validation splits the data into k folds, and treats N*(k-1)/k 
participants as the derivation sample and N/k as the cross validation 
sample. Pooled cross validation coefficients are then used to choose the 
“best” items. We have compared bestScales to more conventional tech-
niques such as LASSO regression and finds that it performs about as well 
(Elleman et al., 2020). The advantage of bestScales is that it is 
completely transparent and produces a list of the best items for any 
criteria. Given that SAPA data normally has a high degree of missingness 
(by design) and that it works on both raw data as well as covariance 
matrices, we have found bestScales to be particularly useful. 

Table 7 
20 spi items that best predict health. The last two columns identify items that are markers (if they are) of the five higher order factors and then the 27 lower level 
factors. The item validities are the means of 10 folds. Estimates of internal consistency: ωh = 0.64,α = 0.90,ωt = 0.92,u = 0.37, rhealth = 0.43.  

Variable Mean r Item B5 L27 

q_820  0.38 Feel comfortable with myself.  WellBeing 
q_578  − 0.35 Dislike myself. Neuro WellBeing 
q_811  − 0.35 Feel a sense of worthlessness or hopelessness. Neuro WellBeing 
q_2765  0.35 Am happy with my life.  WellBeing 
q_1371  0.33 Love life.  WellBeing 
q_808  − 0.28 Fear for the worst. Neuro Anxiety 
q_1505  − 0.27 Panic easily. Neuro Anxiety 
q_4249  − 0.27 Would call myself a nervous person. Neuro Anxiety 
q_56  0.26 Am able to control my cravings.  SelfControl 
q_4252  − 0.26 Am a worrier. Neuro Anxiety 
q_1989  − 0.25 Worry about things. Neuro Anxiety 
q_1452  − 0.25 Neglect my duties. Consc Industry 
q_1024  − 0.24 Hang around doing nothing.  EasyGoingness 
q_254  0.23 Am skilled in handling social situations. Extra Charisma 
q_39  0.22 Adjust easily.  Adaptability 
q_312  − 0.21 Avoid company. Extra Sociability 
q_1444  − 0.21 Need a push to get started. Consc Industry 
q_979  − 0.21 Get overwhelmed by emotions. Neuro EmotionalStability 
q_952  − 0.21 Get angry easily.  Irritability 
q_1052  − 0.21 Have a slow pace to my life.  EasyGoingness  
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Based upon the zero order correlations, we see that Extraverts ex-
ercise more (r = 0.13) or that the linear regression of Extraversion +
Conscientiousness combines the need for stimulation with the belief that 
exercise is healthy (R = 0.22). Or we can use lower level constructs that 
suggest people with a high sense of well being, who are not easygoing 
and are high in industriousness exercise more (R = 0.33). Finally, we can 
find (and cross validate) the items that actually predict exercising (R =
0.33) (Table 6) or health (R = 0.43) (Table 7). All of these are reasonable 
levels of understanding and prediction. It is important to point out the 
multiple regressions done with the little 27 were based upon 135 items 
(5 items per scale), the bestsScales results were based upon just the 20 
items most related to each criteria. 

7. Discussion and conclusions 

The tension between theory and prediction has been with us for 
many years. Empirically based scale construction using items to predict 
outcomes is not a new idea (e.g., Hathaway & McKinley, 1943; Stewart 
et al., 2022; Strong Jr., 1927, 1947) although it seems to have been 
forgotten by those who prefer constructs and latent variables. The 
elegance of the arguments for construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 
1955; Loevinger, 1957) and the sheer pleasure of successfully doing a 
factor analysis or structural equation model has seduced us from the 
path towards predicting outcomes. 

With the advent of very large data bases and recognizing the need for 
cross validation, the empirical approach has become popular in other 
fields. For knowing how to add (find sum scores) is, after all, the basic 
principle of polygenic risk scores used in Genome Wide Association 
Studies (GWAS) or in risk scores for medical outcomes. GWAS identifies 
the single SNPs correlated with outcomes as diverse as height or years of 
education which are then summed to produce a single score (the PRS). 
The effectiveness of PRS is evaluated by correlation with the criterion 
variable. While the effect of each SNP is trivial (but reliable given the 
sample sizes used), the combined scores have much larger effects. Thus 
Lee and his colleagues formed a PRS for years of education that could 
explain 11 % of the variance (Lee et al., 2018) from the composite score 
of 1271 unrelated SNPs. Not using GWAS, but just combining unrelated 
predictors is seen in the Environmental Risk Scores for psychosis (Vassos 
et al., 2020) or the Environment Wide Association Studies to quantify 
general health risks of environmental pollutants (Park et al., 2014). All 
of these studies are using SNPs as items in formative measures of risk. 
They do not posit a latent variable causing the SNPs. 

Although most users of SEM think of the items as reflective indicators 
of latent variables, the alternative is to recognize that many of our latent 
variables are just formative sums of independent items. I am not denying 
the power of aggregation to form better measures, I am just suggesting 
that our measures need to be recognized for what they are: sums of in-
dependent items which do not necessarily, and frequently do not, have 
anything in common. That is, to think of a scale as more than a simple 
sum and to reify it as some latent variable is to mislead ourselves. With a 

finite number of items, factor score estimates are not latent variables, 
they are merely weighted sum scores. Focusing on measures of internal 
consistency at the cost of focusing on predictive validity is a mistake. 

An alternative to the simple factor model of scale construction was 
proposed by McCrae (2014) in his distinction between scales as the 
intersection of items versus the union of items. Reconceptualizing our 
scales as formed from the union of multiple items that carry unique 
information makes problems in Differential Item Functioning and 
factorial invariance less challenging than thinking of homogeneous 
scales all meant to measure one latent construct. Consider the case of sex 
differences in depression. Items measuring depression (e.g., “In the past 
week I have felt downhearted or blue” or “In the past week I felt hopeless 
about the future”) have roughly equal endorsement characteristics for 
males and females. But the item “In the past week I have cried easily or 
felt like crying” has a much higher threshold for men than for women 
(Schaeffer, 1988; Steinberg & Thissen, 2006) indicating a much higher 
level of depression for men who endorse the item. Similarly, lack of 
factorial invariance across cultures is not a reason to reject a scale, but is 
a reason to more carefully investigate the pattern of item differences 
across these cultures. Discussions of DIF in terms of relative versus ab-
solute measurement help clarify the need to examine the meaning of 
items before leaping to conclusions about factor invariance at the scale 
level (Borsboom et al., 2002). 

7.1. Conclusions 

In the preceding pages I have taken the somewhat radical position 
that our emphasis upon latent variables and construct validity as an 
attempt to understand the structure of personality has been done at the 
cost of showing that personality is actually useful. Although it is much 
easier (and more enjoyable) to talk about theories of Extraversion and 
Neuroticism (Eysenck, 1967) or Impulsivity and Anxiety (Gray, 1981, 
1987), to use these higher level dimensions in predicting real outcomes 
is difficult. For to predict specific outcomes it is better to resort to short, 
non-homogenous tests made up of the specific items that actually work. 
Such scales are formative measures that do not reflect some underlying 
latent cause, but are merely the observed sums of observed variables. We 
should stop believing in the Easter Bunny. 
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